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Eminent Domain, Great Lakes Basin Rail:  News & Views 

 

The U.S. Constitution gives all citizens inalienable rights. 

The Fifth Amendment details 5 rights granted to all.  Two key 

areas related to the ongoing debate over GLBT’s managing  

partner Frank Patton’s rail plan are due process and just 

 compensation.  

Eminent domain is outlined in the “Takings Clause” and 

 defines the authority to seize private property for public use.  It 

also demands that a private property owner’s receives “just 

 compensation.”  While this may sound simple, a series of Supreme Court decisions has 

expanded the concept of eminent domain.   

Many believe that current uses of federal eminent domain overreach and exceed 

what the Constitution was written to establish.  Perhaps the key case that started this 

trend is Kohl v. United States (1876).  The Supreme Court upheld eminent domain, 

stating that it “is essential to the governmental duty to serve the public and outweighs 

any inconvenience to individuals.”  

Since then, the definition of “public use” has been expanded and now includes 

general public welfare.  Historically, eminent domain was used for construction of 

projects and water supplies, and such.  Today it includes actions that encourage 

economic growth.  Prevailing interpretations appear to accept a tradeoff of harming 

private property owners for a great public good.   

In Kelo v. City of New London (2005) the New London Development Corporation 

(NLDC) gave the pharmaceutical company Pfizer the power to seize private land from 

Susette Kelo in New London, Connecticut.  The SCOTUS accepted this use of eminent 

domain, because it declared economic development a “public use.” 

Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, in an important dissenting opinion, challenged 

definitions of “public” and “private” property use.  Her point was that economic-

development did not provide a constitutional context for eminent domain, since 

individual benefits for Pfizer and New London residents could not be clearly defined.   

This line of thinking applies to Great Lake Basin Transportation’s claims that 

eminent domain can be lawfully used to coerce landowners to sell property for their 

railroad.  We all can see that managing partner Frank Patton and GLBT benefit.  A 

farmer or small landowner that will never ship nor receive any transportation services?  

Not so much so. 
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Though all applications of federal eminent 

domain claims demand land owners be given fair 

market value for condemned property, abuse of the 

process can result in economic harm to those 

forced to sell land so that others can extract profits. 

Perhaps more importantly, claims of future  

economic-development benefits cannot be  

accurately and precisely defined.  In Susette  

Kelo’s landmark case, 8 years later, her condemned and bulldozed property was 

abandoned as a wasteland after Pfizer, and 1,400 jobs, left New London. 

“Public use” and “public need” are 2 distinctly different concepts.  Claims of “public 

need”, in this case, place one private property owner’s land into the hands of another 

private owner, as opposed to a public owner.  The result of previous SCOTUS opinions is 

that property owners have seen their rights negatively affected.   

The federal government, however, has not recognized the clear difference between 

“public uses” and “public needs”.  Until the SCOTUS addresses these concerns, eminent 

domain abuse will continue and increase.  

Perhaps the unresolved case that best applies to GLBT’s use of eminent domain is 

the contentious debate with TransCanada Corporation’s proposed construction of the 

Keystone XL pipeline.  This project, officially “dead” since 2014, combines public use 

and public need.  If built, the plan creates infrastructure that is dubiously represented as 

benefiting all Americans.  On its surface, this claim could be construed as meeting the 

current standards the SCOTUS applies for eminent domain. 

However, the Keystone XL Pipeline is for a private company’s profits.  Would the 

SCOTUS rule that this is constitutional on the grounds of economic-development?  We 

may never know, as the proposal has been abandoned.  The nation’s highest court has 

never clearly defined “public needs” and “public uses.”  The former sounds like 

something that people may support.  The devil is in the details.  Is it fair and just to 

claim to be meeting a vague and difficult to quantify need by seizing property, evicting 

homeowners, and ruining small businesses? 

At its most basic level, this case can be thought of as being about the intentions of 

eminent domain as written into the U.S. Constitution versus a very broad interpretation 

of “public needs” and “public uses”.  When researching this case, however, there are 

other issues that may be important for the court to consider. 
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Project:  Case Study 

A New Railroad Comin’ Through Your House! 

Imagine you own a business that needs land, acres of it; 

perhaps a farm, maybe a livestock operation, an 

amusement park, or a concert amphitheater like Alpine 

Valley – YOUR CHOICE.  Now imagine you get up one 

morning, look at the local newspaper, and see a map that 

says a new railroad, called Milwaukee Belt Railroad, 

(MBRR) will be built across your property and even right 

through your house! 

This actually happened along a 270 mile corridor from Milton, Wisconsin, through 

Illinois north of Kankakee, and then into Indiana.  The proposed railroad is called, 

“Great Lakes Basin Transportation”.  But let’s not make our project about that rail plan, 

though you might want to do some research about it and other related cases to 

understand legal issues and legal precedents.  

Let’s assume you and your neighbors are upset – the newspaper is reporting that you 

will be offered $20,000 per acre for land.  If you refuse, MBRR will take you to court 

and use eminent domain to take your land and only give you $5,000 per acre.  You hear 

rumors that the largest landowner in your county is going to accept the $20,000 per 

acre and make a profit of $250,000 selling his land! 

Remember, the railroad is not going to buy a square acre – they are going to buy a 

strip of land 200 foot wide across your property.  Let’s assume you will only get payment 

for 1 acre – $20,000 if you voluntarily sell, $5,000 if the railroad successfully wins in 

court using eminent domain.   

Please do some research to identify issues in this case – while you are not a lawyer, 

you have volunteered to inform concerned citizens so that they can understand the 

issues.  You will also make a recommendation as to what legal action, if any, may be 

your best choice.   

Please answer the following questions, EXPLAINING YOUR REASONING and 

identifying resources that verify your opinion is legitimate, reasonably accurate, and has 

merit.  You will need at least one resource when you identify each of the 

following points.  Please copy-and-paste the links you find online into your answer at 

the end of your statement and reasoning/explaination). 
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Your Project Must Address These Concerns & Explain Your Answer 

1. Does this railroad have the right to “Bribe” your neighbors with a huge 

payout of $250,000 ($20,000 per acre) while forcing you to sell for $5,000 in court? 

(Please be sure to identify a link, not a wiki, that provides information about why 

you have this opinion) 
 

2. The stated purpose of the railroad is to move oil trains and hazardous 

materials (called hazmats) AROUND Wauwatosa.  Currently, these trains come 

THROUGH Wauwatosa.  What concerns might you have about hazmat/oil trains 

coming through your property?  (Please be sure to identify a link, not a wiki, that 

provides information about why you have this opinion) 
 

3. Do you think there is a “public benefit” to this plan?  Who benefits and why?  

Is it you?  (Please be sure to identify a link, not a WIKI, that provides information 

about why you have this opinion – if your link in #1 and/or #2addresses this, the 

please copy and paste that link here.  You may choose to find a new link to use here) 
  

4. The railroad, like all railroads in America, is PRIVATELY OWNED.  Using 

research to determine how courts have previously ruled (precedents), can private 

interests use eminent domain and claim their for-profit business use is a “public 

use”.  (Please be sure to identify a link, not a WIKI, that provides information about 

why you have this opinion – if your link in #1 addresses this, the please copy and 

paste that link here.  You may choose to find a new link to use here instead) 
 

5. Now assume YOU ARE AGAINST THIS RAILROAD BEING BUILT ON YOUR 

LAND.  Using the information, you have just researched and the statements you have 

made above, please write 1 paragraph (at least 4 sentences) that 

summarize the key points you think need to be addressed as you talk to 

neighbors and potential lawyers that may help you fight MBRR to stop them from 

taking your land.  

 

Let’s create a Google Doc that answers each question, 1-4, with an appropriate link.  

You don’t have to key the questions, please just number your answers so it is easy 

to see what you state for each.  YOU MUST EXPLAIN EACH ANSWER ADEQUATELY 

TO EARN A MASTERY LEVEL OF 4 (meaning you demonstrate CONSISTENT mastery) 

 

Please finish this document with the paragraph outlined in step 5.  It should 

not have links.  It should just be an easy-to-read statement of your position. 
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